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The Consolidated Bioplastics
Corporation of Cleveland

The Studio Opinion

More Than Coincidence

Soju Sobbing

Calling My Mother

Know What

LAUREN KILLEEN – DRAmA – ENgLISH – 1HR 57mIN

ANITA LASEK – ACTION – ENgLISH – 2HR 45mIN

JANICE mERIDIAN – DRAmA – ENgLISH – 2HR 3mIN

gIDEON COLBY – DOCUmENTARY – ENgLISH – 1HR 28mIN

Jurgen, a psychiatrist in Manhattan’s Upper 
East Side, is going through a normal day of 
appointments when all of his clients begin to 
tell stories that are clearly his own childhood 
memories. When he confronts these past 
events, he starts to question whether or not 
his past was real, leading him on a journey 
back to the small town he grew up in to 
confront his mother.

An American stuck on a layover in the Seoul 
airport misses his connecting flight when 
his estranged wife sends him a message 
that leads him on a perilous journey through 
Korea’s criminal underworld to find her. 

Confronting her mother’s overbearing questions 
about finding a partner pushes Louisa into becoming 
estranged from her family. Years later, when she 
finally finds someone to settle down with, she must 
make the difficult decision to inform the woman she 
pushed away.

Millions of textbooks are printed each year in 
the United States, but what happens when a 
typo changes critical pieces of information, 
and how does someone go about correcting 
the errors?



Do Better How to Catch a Fish

Waiting for the SubwaySinking

LUKE mACON – ACTION – ENgLISH – 1HR 38mIN TOmAS OmAHA – DRAmA – NORwEgIAN – 2HR 54mIN

VANESSA TALLAHASSEE – ANImATION – ENgLISH/SPANISH – 53mINDAVID CINCINNATI – DOCUmENTARY – ENgLISH – 2HR 16mIN

In 1990s Texas, a high school football 
quarterback chases dreams of being an 
artist, but when the state championship 
finally comes within reach, he suddenly finds 
himself forced to put down his paintbrushes 
and start practicing for the biggest game of 
his entire life.

A solitary man who lives in a cabin outside of 
Tromso, Norway is at first upset at the arrival 
of a young journalist, but after a near-death 
experience, learns that maybe he can let 
someone into his life for the first time since 
his wife’s death

Recovering drug addict Oliver finds himself at 
a subway station entrance when he’s offered a 
chance to make everything in his life go right. 
He accepts and winds up on a transformative 
and whimsical journey around Los Angeles.

The Coast Guard is tasked with protecting 
lives in the coastal waters of the United States, 
saving people from an unfeeling ocean and 
their own misfortune. Following the crew of 
a Coast Guard ship, meet the brave men and 
women who dare to go where others would 
sink.

A Little Bit More Won’t Hurt
SINEAD KNOxVILLE – COmEDY – ENgLISH/FRENCH – 1HR 42mIN

After being ridiculed on social media for making less 
than stellar birthday cakes, Doris and Nora take the 
criticism to heart and work on perfecting their craft. 
Along the way, they discover what it really means to 
be good bakers—and good friends.

Forsythia
LUCIANO TULSA – DRAmA/ROmANCE – ITALIAN/FRENCH – 2HR 38mIN

Isabella spends her summers in Nice, France with her family 
to escape the political violence in 1970s Italy. One particularly 
violent year, she anxiously waits for letters from back home 
when she encounters Nina, a shoemaker’s daughter. Their 
romance quickly blossoms, but the dark shadows of home 
soon threaten to tear them apart.

Lucid

Rome Sowed Carthage with Salt

HARRIS wINNEmUCCA – SCIENCE FICTION – ENgLISH – 1HR 26mIN

CHLOE SACRAmENTO – DRAmA – ENgLISH – 2HR 11mIN

An artificial intelligence is brought online in 
a small warehouse near Los Angeles, and 
its creators are completely unaware at what 
they’ve created in what seems to have been a 
fluke accident—until an alien shows up with a 
dire warning.

A mother watches as her daughter is the victim 
of a random act of violence. Confused and 
angry, she tries to look for the killer, and soon 
accepts the help of another mother who lost 
her child. Together they try to make sense of 
their desire for revenge and what that would 
accomplish.



Queen of the Sunflowers New Palaces of Gold

What’s Behind a Brandi: The Brandi Coutts StoryLaughter in Two Parts

gEORgE BOISE – SUSPENSE – FRENCH – 1HR 22mIN ANANYA FRESNO – DRAmA – ENgLISH – 1HR 17mIN

YVONNE YVETTE – DOCUmENTARY – ENgLISH – 1HR 41mIN
SABRINA BALTImORE – ExPERImENTAL – NOT SPECIFIED – 32mIN

While driving away from her unsatisfying life 
in Montreal, Genevieve stumbles across a 
field of sunflowers and follows a sign for a 
farm stand. Instead of finding fresh produce, 
she finds herself stranded, miles away from 
cell service, and not quite alone.

A small family arrives in the suburbs of a large 
American city. Upon discovering that a family 
heirloom has been misplaced in the move, 
they begin to suspect one another of having 
thrown it out, sending them into a world of 
suspicion and the reopening of old wounds 
that never really healed. 

Growing up in Unincorporated, North 
Dakota, Brandi Coutts dreamed of the world 
recognizing her musical genius. An inside 
look at the woman who gave the world her 
all, culminating in her stunning performance 
at Studio Studio’s Hot Girl Summer Festival 
in 2022. 

This dance piece produced in collaboration 
with Michelle Pfefferberg of the Toronto dance 
company Walk March Stop explores how 
laughter can transform our way of being. 

Five Minutes to Show Red DyeZACHARY PEORIA – DOCUmENTARY – ENgLISH – 1HR 34mIN

JAmES CAZA – DRAmA/THRILLER – ENgLISH – 2HR 32mINIn 1980s Toronto, a collective of alternative 
artists come together to stage a revolutionary 
and ground breaking play. They struggle to find 
a venue that will be patient in supporting their 
experimental vision. Produced in partnership 
with Heritage Canada.

Stuck inside a darkroom only illuminated by 
red lights, two film developers in 1963 develop 
a mailed-in set of photos, and photo by photo 
a dark truth is revealed.


